
"Attachment No. 1b to the Regulation" 
 

Kielce, on [Date] 
 
[Name and Surname of the Doctoral Candidate] 
 
PESEL: [PESEL Number] 
 
Doctoral School Section: [Section Name] 
 
Academic Discipline/Artistic Discipline: [Discipline Name] 
 
Chairman Scientific Council of the Institute [Institute Name] at Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce 

Request for Commencement of Doctoral Degree Proceedings 
 
I hereby request the initiation of proceedings for the award of a doctoral degree in the academic/artistic 
discipline of [Discipline Name]. The topic of the doctoral thesis is: [Title of the Thesis]. 
Name and surname of the supervisor(s): 
 

1. [Name and Surname of the Supervisor/Advisor] 
 

2. [Name and Surname of the Co-Supervisor/Second Supervisor] 

 
 

3. [Name and Surname of the Assistant Supervisor, if applicable] 
 

I propose to allow the presentation of the doctoral thesis in a language other than Polish. [Specify the 
language in which the thesis will be presented] 
 
[Signature of the Applicant] [Date] 

 
Attachment to the Application for Commencement of Doctoral Degree Proceedings 

Kielce, on [Date] 
 
[Name and Surname of the Doctoral Candidate] 
 
PESEL: [PESEL Number] 
 
Section/Discipline: [Section/Discipline Name] 
 
Academic Discipline/Artistic Discipline: [Discipline Name] 
 
DECLARATION 
In submitting the doctoral thesis entitled [Title of the Thesis], I declare that: 
 

1. I have written the thesis independently, it does not constitute a significant portion or other 
element of another person's work, and it does not infringe any existing copyrights. 

2. The source materials used in the thesis have been applied in accordance with the principles of 
copyright law. 

3. The presented work, either in whole or in part, has not previously been the basis for applying for 
a doctoral degree. 



4. The electronic version (on electronic media) of the thesis is identical to the printed version. 
 
 

 
[Date and Legible Signature of the Applicant] 
 

 
INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 

 
In accordance with Article 13 of the GDPR*, we inform you that: 
 

1. The controller of personal data is Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce, ul. Żeromskiego 5, 25-369 
Kielce, email: kancelaria@ujk.edu.pl (hereinafter referred to as UJK). 

2. UJK has appointed a Data Protection Officer responsible for supervising the legality of data 
processing, who can be contacted at the email address: iod@ujk.edu.pl. 

3. Personal data will be processed for the purpose of conducting proceedings for the award of a 
doctoral degree, as well as for statutory, statistical, and archival purposes. 

4. Personal data will be processed based on Article 6(1)(c) of the GDPR (necessity for compliance 
with a legal obligation incumbent on UJK) in connection with the Act of July 20, 2018 - Law on 
Higher Education and Science (Journal of Laws of 2023, item 742, as amended) and the 
implementing acts issued thereto. 

5. Providing personal data is voluntary, but failure to do so will result in the inability to conduct 
proceedings for the award of a doctoral degree. 

6. Recipients of data may be entities authorized under the law and entities with which UJK has 
concluded appropriate agreements for the provision of external services. 

7. Personal data will be stored for the period specified in the archival and filing regulations applicable 
at UJK. 

8. The data subject has the right to access their personal data and obtain a copy thereof, to rectify 
them, delete them (where processing is not necessary for compliance with a legal obligation), or 
limit their processing. 

9. The data subject has the right to lodge a complaint with the President of the Personal Data 
Protection Office. 

 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation, OJ EU L 119 
of 04.05.2016, p. 1, as amended). 

 
I confirm that I have read the information. 
 
[Date and Legible Signature of the Applicant] 
 


